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HCL Learning, an education and talent development division of HCL Infosystems Ltd., India‟s leading ICT System
Integration, services, hardware and Distribution Company today announced the launch of the special IT training programs
for Green Computing, in partnership with Global Science and Technology Forum (GSTF). As part of this partnership, HCL
with Global Science and Technology Forum (GSTF) will offer introductory training programs across 130 cities expected to
reach out to over 10,000 students by the end of this year.
Green Computing holds great significance in the current business environment and has become an integral part of every
organisation‟s development across the globe. With more and more green practices being adopted, there is a need to
develop a pool of highly trained Green IT professionals.
GSTF and HCL Learning apart from introducing the new are also in the process of upgrading its existing programmes. The
partnership is also expected to launch some special programmes based on computing concepts and is also working on
integrating next generation platforms like cloud computing, which is expected to drive the next IT revolution along with
Mobility and Broadband.
Speaking on the occasion Mr Anton Ravindran, CEO and President of GSTF said, “Our Training programs will provide the
participants with in-depth knowledge, skills and expertise, needed to understand, evaluate, develop and deploy Green IT
and Cloud Computing Solutions in a range of contexts, including business, government and Individual. I am indeed
delighted to partner with HCL and launch the certification programmes in India”.
Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Rothin Bhattacharyya, Executive Vice President, Marketing, HCL Infosystems said, “HCL
Infosystems over the years has developed various programs for imparting training and educational skills and is committed
to enhancing the role of sustainable technology in Education. We have also endeavored to create a talent pool that is
highly skilled, contributing to the employability. Our partnership with GSTF is a step forward in the same direction. This
association would empower us to create innovative programmes & incorporating Green IT as a foundation.”
Cloud Computing will help in conserving computing resources by centralizing the elements of storage, memory, processing
and bandwidth, thus contributing to the cause of Green Computing. These programs will be available at the HCL Learning
centers across the country and thousands of new students are expected to seek admission into this new-age genre of IT
programs.

HCL Learning partners GSTF for IT training in Green
Computing
PTI Jun 2, 2011, 07.12pm IST

NEW DELHI: HCL Learning, the education and talent development division of HCL Infosystems, today said it
has launched an IT training program for Green Computing, in partnership with Global Science and Technology
Forum (GSTF).
As part of the partnership, HCL with GSTF will offer the introductory training programs across 130 cities in
India and is expected to reach out to over 10,000 students by the end of this year, HCL Infosystems said in a
statement.
With more and more 'green' practices being adopted, there is a need to develop a pool of highly trained Green
IT professionals, it added.

HCL, GSTF to offer training on green computing
The HCL-GSTF partnership is also expected to launch some special programmes based on computing
concepts and is also working on integrating next generation platforms like cloud computing
Friday, June 03, 2011

NEW DELHI, INDIA: HCL Learning, an education and talent development division of HCL Infosystems Ltd, on
Thursday announced the launch of a special IT training programs for Green Computing, in partnership with
Global Science and Technology Forum (GSTF).
As part of this partnership, HCL with GSTF will offer introductory training programs across 130 cities and it is
expected to reach out to over 10,000 students by the end of this year, said a press release.
The partnership is also expected to launch some special programmes based on computing concepts and is
also working on integrating next generation platforms like cloud computing, which is expected to drive the
next IT revolution along with Mobility and Broadband.
Cloud Computing will help in conserving computing resources by centralizing the elements of storage,
memory, processing and bandwidth, thus contributing to the cause of Green Computing.
“Our Training programs will provide the participants with in-depth knowledge, skills and expertise, needed to
understand, evaluate, develop and deploy Green IT and Cloud Computing Solutions in a range of contexts,
including business, government and Individual. I am indeed delighted to partner with HCL and launch the
certification programmes in India,” said Anton Ravindran, CEO and president of GSTF.
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HCL Learning, the education and talent development division of IT company HCL Infosystems,
has tied up with Global Science and Technology Forum to offer special training programmes on
green computing.
As part of this partnership, HCL Learning along with Global Science and Technology Forum
would offer training programmes across 130 cities, a company statement said.
"Our partnership with GSTF is a step forward in the same direction. This association would
empower us to create innovative programmes and incorporating Greent IT as a foundation",
HCL Infosystems Executive Vice-President (Marketing) Rothin Bhattacharyya said.
The training programme is expected to cover 10,000 students by the end of this year, the
statement added.
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HCL Learning to join hands with GSTF to introduce IT Training
programs for Green Computing
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HCL Learning, an education and talent development division of HCL Infosystems Ltd., India’s
leading ICT System Integration, services, hardware and distribution company today announced
the launch of the special IT training programs for Green Computing, in partnership with Global
Science and Technology Forum (GSTF). As part of this partnership, HCL with Global Science and
Technology Forum (GSTF) will offer introductory training programs across 130 cities expected to
reach out to over 10,000 students by the end of this year.
Green Computing holds great significance in the current business environment and has become
an integral part of every organisation’s development across the globe. With more and more
green practices being adopted, there is a need to develop a pool of highly trained Green IT
professionals. GSTF and HCL Learning apart from introducing the new are also in the process of
upgrading its existing programmes. The partnership is also expected to launch some special
programmes based on computing concepts and is also working on integrating next generation
platforms like cloud computing, which is expected to drive the next IT revolution along with
Mobility and Broadband.

Speaking on the occasion Mr Anton Ravindran, CEO and President of GSTF said, “Our Training
programs will provide the participants with in-depth knowledge, skills and expertise, needed to
understand, evaluate, develop and deploy Green IT and Cloud Computing Solutions in a range of
contexts, including business, government and Individual. I am indeed delighted to partner with
HCL and launch the certification programmes in India”.
Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Rothin Bhattacharyya, Executive Vice President, Marketing, HCL
Infosystems said, “HCL Infosystems over the years has developed various programs for
imparting training and educational skills and is committed to enhancing the role of sustainable
technology in Education. We have also endeavored to create a talent pool that is highly skilled,
contributing to the employability. Our partnership with GSTF is a step forward in the same
direction. This association would empower us to create innovative programmes & incorporating
Green IT as a foundation.”
Cloud Computing will help in conserving computing resources by centralizing the elements of
storage, memory, processing and bandwidth, thus contributing to the cause of Green
Computing. These programs will be available at the HCL Learning centers across the country and
thousands of new students are expected to seek admission into this new-age genre of IT
programs.
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HCL Learning ties up with GSTF
Chennai, June 3 (PTI) HCL Learning, the education and talent development division of IT company HCL
Infosystems, has tied up with Global Science and Technology Forum to offer special training programmes
on green computing.
As part of this partnership, HCL Learning along with Global Science and Technology Forum would offer
training
programmes
across
130
cities,
a
company
statement
here
said.
"Our partnership with GSTF is a step forward in the same direction. This association would empower us
to create innovative programmes and incorporating Greent IT as a foundation," HCL Infosystems
Executive Vice-President (Marketing) Rothin Bhattacharyya said.
The training programme is expected to cover 10,000 students by the end of this year, the statement
added.
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NEW DELHI, JUNE 2:
HCL Learning, a division of HCL Infosystems, on Thursday launched special IT training programmes for
‘Green Computing'. HCL Learning has team up with Global Science and Technology Forum (GSTF) for
providing these training programmes.
HCL with GSTF would offer introductory training programmes across 130 cities and reach out to over
10,000 students by the end of this year, a company statement said. The programmes will be available at
HCL Learning centres across the country, it added.
‘Green Computing' assumes significance as companies, globally, are looking to use computer resources
more efficiently, and issues such as energy efficiency and power consumption have become central to
organisations' IT strategy. The increasing adoption of green practices has further prompted the need for
developing a pool of trained ‘Green IT professionals'.
Keywords: HCL Learning, IT training programmes, ‘Green Computing'.
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HCL partners GSTF for IT training in Green Computing.

NEW DELHI: HCL Learning, the education and talent development division of HCL Infosystems, said it
has launched an IT training program for Green Computing, in partnership with Global Science and
Technology Forum (GSTF).
As part of the partnership, HCL with GSTF will offer the introductory training programs across 130
cities in India and is expected to reach out to over 10,000 students by the end of this year, HCL
Infosystems said in a statement.
With more and more 'green' practices being adopted, there is a need to develop a pool of highly
trained Green IT professionals, it added.
The partnership is also expected to launch some special programmes based on computing concepts
and is also working on integrating next generation platforms like cloud computing, which is
expected to drive the next IT revolution along with mobility and broadband.
"This association would empower us to create innovative programmes and incorporating Green IT
as a foundation," HCL Infosystems Executive Vice President (Marketing) Rothin Bhattacharyya said.
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HCL Learning to join hands with GSTF to introduce IT Training programs
Announcement / Corporate June 02, 2011, 19:22 IST

HCL Learning, an education and talent development division of HCL Infosystems Ltd., India‟s leading ICT System
Integration, services, hardware and distribution company today announced the launch of the special IT training programs
for Green Computing, in partnership with Global Science and Technology Forum (GSTF). As part of this partnership, HCL
with Global Science and Technology Forum (GSTF) will offer introductory training programs across 130 cities expected to
reach out to over 10,000 students by the end of this year.
Green Computing holds great significance in the current business environment and has become an integral part of every
organisation‟s development across the globe. With more and more green practices being adopted, there is a need to
develop a pool of highly trained Green IT professionals. GSTF and HCL Learning apart from introducing the new are also
in the process of upgrading its existing programmes. The partnership is also expected to launch some special programmes
based on computing concepts and is also working on integrating next generation platforms like cloud computing, which is
expected to drive the next IT revolution along with Mobility and Broadband.
Speaking on the occasion Mr Anton Ravindran, CEO and President of GSTF said, “Our Training programs will provide the
participants with in-depth knowledge, skills and expertise, needed to understand, evaluate, develop and deploy Green IT
and Cloud Computing Solutions in a range of contexts, including business, government and Individual. I am indeed
delighted to partner with HCL and launch the certification programmes in India”.
Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Rothin Bhattacharyya, Executive Vice President, Marketing, HCL Infosystems said, “HCL
Infosystems over the years has developed various programs for imparting training and educational skills and is committed
to enhancing the role of sustainable technology in Education. We have also endeavored to create a talent pool that is
highly skilled, contributing to the employability. Our partnership with GSTF is a step forward in the same direction. This
association would empower us to create innovative programmes & incorporating Green IT as a foundation.”
Cloud Computing will help in conserving computing resources by centralizing the elements of storage, memory, processing
and bandwidth, thus contributing to the cause of Green Computing. These programs will be available at the HCL Learning
centers across the country and thousands of new students are expected to seek admission into this new-age genre of IT
programs. For more information please visit www.hcllearning.com
About HCL Infosystems
HCL Infosystems Ltd, with revenue (LTM) of US$ 2.6 billion (Rs.12,137crores) is India‟s premier hardware, services and
ICT systems integration company offering a wide spectrum of ICT products that includes Computing, Storage, Networking,
Security, Telecom, Imaging and Retail. HCL is a one-stop-shop for all the ICT requirements of an organisation. India's
leading System Integration and Infrastructure Management Services Organisation, HCL has specialised expertise across
verticals including Telecom, BFSI, eGovernance & Power. HCL has India's largest distribution and retail network, taking to
market a range of Digital Lifestyle products in partnership with leading global ICT brands, including Apple, Cisco, Ericsson,
Kingston, Kodak, Konica Minolta, Microsoft, Nokia, Toshiba, and many more. HCL today has India's largest vertically
integrated computer manufacturing facility with over three decades of electronic manufacturing experience & HCL
desktops is the largest selling brand into the enterprise space. With India‟s largest ICT services network that reaches to
every corner of India, HCL‟s award winning Support Services makes it the preferred choice of enterprise and consumers,
alike. HCL Infosystems has a 100% subsidiary that addresses the physical security technology system integration market.
The subsidiary leverages technology to build a security framework called „Safe State‟ that safe guard‟s life, infrastructure &
society. For more information please visit us at www.hclinfosystems.in

For more information please visit www.hclinfosystems.com
About Global Science and Technology Forum
We are a premier Centre of Excellence offering strategic management consulting services, a global forum for innovation,
publication and collaboration at both regional and international levels through and by the effort of recognizing outstanding
scholarly and professional contributions of both individuals and organizations.
GSTF is dedicated to promoting research and development and offers an inter-disciplinary intellectual platform for top
notch scientists, researchers, academics and industry professionals in Asia Pacific to actively consult, network and
collaborate with their counterparts across the globe.
GSTF is a pioneer in offering Training and Certification in Green IT, Cloud Computing, Data Quality and Governance. The
Training and Certification Program is a result of collaboration with some of the brightest minds in these technologies.
In Singapore, GSTF has appointed Rapid Start Pte Ltd as the authorized Training Partner for provision of Training and
Certification Programmes on Green IT, Cloud Computing and Data Quality and Governance. At present, some of the
certification programmes are endorsed by InfoComm Development Authority, Singapore and participants enjoy upto 70%
funding under the Critical InfoComm Technology Resource Programme Expanded (CITREP Expanded) funding scheme.
For more information please visit http://www.globalstf.org/
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HCL Learning, an education and talent development division of HCL Infosystems Ltd., has announced the
launch of the special IT training programs for Green Computing, in partnership with Global Science and
Technology Forum (GSTF). As part of this partnership, HCL with Global Science and Technology Forum
(GSTF) will offer introductory training programs across 130 cities expected to reach out to over 10,000
students by the end of this year.
Green Computing holds great significance in the current business environment and has become an integral
part of every organization's development across the globe. With more green practices being adopted, there
is a need to develop a pool of highly trained green IT professionals. GSTF and HCL Learning apart from
introducing the new are also in the process of upgrading its existing programmes. The partnership is also
expected to launch some special programmes based on computing concepts and is also working on
integrating next generation platforms like Cloud, which is expected to drive the next IT revolution along
with mobility and broadband.
Speaking on the occasion Anton Ravindran, CEO and President of GSTF said, "Our training programs will
provide the participants with in-depth knowledge, skills and expertise, needed to understand, evaluate,
develop and deploy green IT and Cloud solutions in a range of contexts, including business, government
and Individual. I am indeed delighted to partner with HCL and launch the certification programmes in
India".

Rothin Bhattacharyya, Executive VP, Marketing, HCL Infosystems said, "Over the years we have developed
various programs for imparting training and educational skills and is committed to enhancing the role of
sustainable technology in education. Our partnership with GSTF is a step forward in the same direction."
Cloud computing will help in conserving computing resources by centralizing the elements of storage,
memory, processing and bandwidth, thus contributing to the cause of green computing. These programs
will be available at the HCL Learning centers across the country.
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HCL Learning to join hands with GSTF
The joint venture will provide special IT training programs for Green Computing cross 130 cities
expected to reach out to over 10,000 students by the end of this year
CIO Connect News Bureau | Jun 04, 2011 | 02:05 pm
Mumbai, June 4, 2011: HCL Learning, an education and talent development division of HCL
Infosystems, India’s leading ICT System Integration, services, hardware, and distribution company
today announced the launch of the special IT training programs for Green Computing, in partnership
with Global Science and Technology Forum (GSTF).
As part of this partnership, HCL with Global Science and Technology Forum (GSTF) will offer
introductory training programs across 130 cities expected to reach out to over 10,000 students by
the end of this year, said a company release.
“Our Training programs will provide the participants with in-depth knowledge, skills and expertise,
needed to understand, evaluate, develop and deploy Green IT and Cloud computing solutions in a
range of contexts, including business, government and Individual. I am indeed delighted to partner
with HCL and launch the certification programs in India,” said Anton Ravindran, CEO and President of
GSTF.
Green Computing holds great significance in the current business environment and has become an
integral part of every organization’s development across the globe. With more and more green
practices being adopted, there is a need to develop a pool of highly trained Green IT professionals.
GSTF and HCL Learning apart from introducing the new are also in the process of upgrading its
existing programs.

The partnership is also expected to launch some special programs based on computing concepts and
is also working on integrating next-generation platforms like Cloud computing, which is expected to
drive the next IT revolution along with mobility and broadband.
“HCL Infosystems over the years has developed various programs for imparting training and
educational skills and is committed to enhancing the role of sustainable technology in Education. We
have also endeavored to create a talent pool that is highly skilled, contributing to the employability.
Our partnership with GSTF is a step forward in the same direction. This association would empower
us to create innovative programs and incorporating Green IT as a foundation,” said Rothin
Bhattacharyya, Executive Vice President, Marketing, HCL Infosystems.
Cloud computing will help in conserving computing resources by centralizing the elements of
storage, memory, processing and bandwidth, thus contributing to the cause of Green computing.
These programs will be available at the HCL Learning centers across the country and thousands of
new students are expected to seek admission into this new-age genre of IT programs, added the
release.
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